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Abstract 
Successful academics and professionals need to master linguistic and text-rhetoric skills that have the 
potential to make disciplinary knowledge accessible to all sectors of society [1]. Some scholars define 
writing as “an important feature of a discipline’s identity” [2], which foregrounds content-related 
language and linguistic challenges in discipline-specific academic discourse. Academic writing support 
turns, under the circumstances, into a vital component of the disciplinary expertise acquisition and 
sharing processes. The EXPRES corpus (Corpus of Expert Writing in Romanian and English) [3] is 
such a digital support tool: the corpus is composed of research articles in the disciplines, compiled 
using online resources. The profile of the corpus is “expert writing corpus” since all articles have been 
published in peer-reviewed journals. The EXPRES corpus has a dedicated corpus query platform 
which allows for the search and extraction of desired linguistic items (words, phrases, patterns, n-
grams) and statistical visualizations of data. Starting from the assumption that “good writing” [4] can be 
linguistically stimulated, we used corpus specific research methods to extract linguistic patterns that 
can be useful in the process of academic paper writing. The extracted patterns are distributed into 
discipline specific patterns and general academic writing patterns. At the same time, as EXPRES is a 
Romanian-English bilingual corpus, all the linguistic outcomes also have language specific 
distributions and descriptions. The paper exemplifies and highlights the potential of using expert 
corpora for improving academic paper writing. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, researchers all over the world are challenged to “publish or perish” [5]. The challenge 
becomes even greater considering the pressure of publishing in internationally recognized journals 
and volumes, whose publication language is English. Researchers and professionals in the disciplines 
are often hindered in their endeavours to disseminate science because of insufficient academic writing 
skills. In order to become expert writers, domain specialists go through various learning stages, 
sometimes referred to as mediation in sociocultural [6], be it formal (i.e. formal education) or informal 
(i.e. real-life experiences), explicit (i.e. institutional) or implicit (i.e. work-related) [7]. Academic (and 
professional) writing is, in this context, a key component of learning development: writing competence 
intersects with the co-construction of knowledge within professional communities [8]. 

In this context, the existence of an expert academic writing corpus, such as EXPRES - Corpus of 
Expert Writing in Romanian and English [9], dedicated to a specific language group (i.e. Romanian 
and English L2), can offer researchers the much needed linguistic instruments that would assist them 
in the process of writing research articles. The corpus has been compiled in the framework of the 
project DACRE - Discipline-specific expert academic writing in Romanian and English: corpus-based 
contrastive analysis models, conducted at the West University of Timisoara, Romania [1]. The project 
aims at identifying research-based practical solutions for writing in any of the two languages by 
pointing out academic writing differences, tendencies and specifics of the target discipline and the 
language used. In this paper, we exemplify the use of the EXPRES corpus data for linguistic support 
during the academic writing process.   

2. Expert academic writing: language level perspectives 
2.1 Academic Writing in English L1 
Using corpus-based research to create guidelines for novice and experienced writers alike has a 
tradition of over two decades. Studies, such as [10], report the use of corpora to categorize and 
analyze linguistic phenomena in academic languages. Such studies used three main types of corpora 
to support their research:  



 

Table 1. Estimated size of the EXPRES corpus 

(a) general corpora, such as the British National Corpus (BNC) or the Corpus of Contemporary 
American English (COCA); b) learner corpora, such as the British Academic Written English Corpus 
(BAWE), Michigan Corpus of Upper-Level Student Papers (MICUSP), Romanian Corpus of Academic 
Genres (ROGER), or (c) smaller, self-compiled case-study corpora, e.g. [11]. When it comes to 
discipline-specific writing, these types of corpora provide only limited resources for in-depth studies 
and applicability due to either their focus on general language use (no disciplines), the inclusion of 
texts representing mixed levels of expertise (non-experts) or restriction of public access. Only a few 
corpora, to our knowledge, focus exclusively on expert discipline-specific language.  

2.2 Corpus-based academic writing in English L2 
Discipline-specific corpora are a valuable tool for teaching English for Specific Purposes in general, 
and English for Academic Purposes in particular. First, they are resources with the help of which 
discipline-specific teaching materials can be created. For instance, a variety of studies have examined 
different linguistic aspects of discipline-specific academic texts, such as frequent lexical bundles, noun 
pre-modification, or register patterns. Such studies have been used as the basis for teaching 
materials, including online phrase banks, such as the Manchester Academic Phrasebank [12]. 
Furthermore, other studies have shown that corpora are effective tools when used in class for 
enhanced data-driven learning [11] or to increase student learning motivation [13].  
 
2.3 Corpus-based academic writing in Romanian 
As for Romanian corpora, except for several NLP-supporting corpora compiled at the RACAI Institute 
e.g. CoRoLa [14], there have been other, rather few, research initiatives that either use small case-
study general corpora for translation studies [15], or have compiled corpora that focus on some 
professional fields, such as health, e.g. the Romanian Medical Corpus – MoNERo [16]. Corpora 
available on digital platforms are mostly limited to their presentation (in annotated or non-annotated 
format) or they are linked with simple search interfaces, but they are not used as practical user-friendly 
or further-research resources. As for corpus-based academic writing studies, the only existing 
extensive corpora are the Romanian Corpus of Learner English (RoCLE) [17] and the bilingual corpus 
Romanian Corpus of Academic Genres (ROGER) [18]. 
 

3. EXPRES corpus 
3.1 Data 
The EXPRES corpus (Corpus of Expert Writing in Romanian and English) [9] has been initially 
designed and compiled in four disciplines, but, since the corpus is dynamic, other disciplines can be 
added. The corpus consists of expert scientific writing texts, in two languages, Romanian and English, 
distributed into three distinct language varieties: Romanian L1, English L1 and English L2 texts 
(produced by Romanian speakers). The genre selected for inclusion in the corpus is the research 
article (RA), which, among academic genres, holds a central place, as it is the main form of scientific 
communication [19]. 
The size and structure of the corpus aims at ensuring balance and representativeness of the corpus 
data (see Table 1). Data collection is now in its final stages, with a final release of the corpus in July 
2022. In order to collect data for 
the EXPRES corpus, various 
types of challenges had to be 
overcome, such as, for 
example, the availability of data 
for corpus extraction [3]. Free 
access to the corpus data is 
offered via a corpus query 
platform (under construction) to 

be accessible in July 2022. 
 

3.2 Corpus query platform 
Academic writing support functioning as a free-access database of authentic expert academic 
discourse (i.e. searchable academic writing corpus) is a relatively underexplored territory. The 
EXPRES corpus support platform is built in a similar manner with the ROGER corpus support platform 
[18]. The platform is designed to be a user-friendly tool where students, teachers, researchers and 
professionals can perform need-driven searches and explorations for practical use, teaching or 
research. The user interface displays the main platform parameters, which are automatically 



 

processed depending on the amount of data administered by the platform: number of disciplines, 
languages, number of words, and number of characters. The rubrics of the platform are: Home, About, 
Corpus Documentation, Tutorials, Research and Statistics. The main functionality of the platform is 
signalled by the button “Sign in to search” where the user can create a free account. The user can 
then start searching the corpus for:  
a. Simple searches: words (e.g. paper, morphological variations (e.g. paper* for <paper> and 
<papers>), string of multiple words, e.g. in this paper; 
b. Concordance lists: each search is displayed as a concordance list (i.e. word in context) and can be 
viewed in more restricted or more general contexts (number of words); 
c. Data filtering: all searchers can be filtered according to several criteria: language (Romanian, 
English L1 and English L2), discipline, journal visibility (low versus high visibility). 
d. N-gram lists (i.e. frequent co-occurrences of more than 2 words); the first 100 n-grams are 
displayed in the user interface and the list can be downloaded in *.xslx format.  

 
3.3 Expert writing linguistic patterns  
Analysing the two sub-corpora compiled 
within the DACRE project - Romanian-
L1 and English-L2, we selected for this 
study a limited, but a comparable 
sample. Using digital instruments 
designed for corpus linguistics (such as 
Sketch Engine), an analysis of the most 
frequent N-Grams (sets of co-occurring 
words) is relevant in order to see 
discursive patterns present in research 
articles. Previous studies have shown 
that there is a dependency between the 
use of “fixed or semi-fixed multi-word sequences (MWSs)” such as N-Grams and the quality of 
producing written text [20]. Thus, we selected the first 10 tri-grams and four-grams from the two sub-
corpora. The results are presented in Figure 1: 
Another focus in improving academic writing is focused on formulaic sequences which can be used to 
create a clearer structure of the paper. In Romanian research articles (RAS), designing the 
introductory section rarely uses the CARS model – on account of a rather low level of explicit 
academic writing skill instruction, as well as a rather inconsistent set of article guidelines in Romanian 
journals, which lead to a greater diversity in the manner of writing, as shown in Figure 2. Phrases such 
as “The present article represents a…”, “This article proposes a/an…”, “The present approach 
involves a contrastive analysis…” alternate with a general description of the research area: 
 

 
Fig. 2. Concordances of “introduction” (EXPRES-RO-L1 sub-corpus) 

However, corpus tools that identify concordance lists of KWIK can be used in order to extract “good 
writing” examples, for instance in stating the aim or niche of the paper or depicting the study’s 
limitations: “Since this study has an exploratory character”, “For this specific study, we will limit the 
analysis to…”, “Through this study, we join such analytical approaches…” etc. 

 
Fig. 3. Concordances of “study” (EXPRES-RO-L1 sub-corpus) 

Fig. 1: The first 10 3-gram and 4-gram in RO-L1 and EN-L2 



 

A comparison with the English-L2 corpus shows that, surprisingly, there is a higher lexical variety in 
articles written by Romanian scholars in English (examples shown in Figure 4) - our hypothesis is that, 
to gain a higher degree of visibility, Romanian researchers tend to prefer English and are therefore 
aware of AW guidelines.  

 
Fig. 4. Concordances of “aim” (EXPRES-EN-L2 sub-corpus) 

4. Discussion and conclusion  
The educational value of EXPRESS is two-fold since it may serve both as a self-learning tool for 
professionals aiming to perfect their writing style and also open up new possibilities for activity design 
and vocabulary instruction in the classroom. Data-driven learning is a concept that is already familiar 
to language teachers nowadays and benefits such as making use of concordancing tools for language 
learning have already been explored since the 1990s [21], [22], but also fully explored nowadays [23]. 
In addition to providing greater reliability for contextualizing academic lexical structures, its importance 
for Romanian users also emerges from a lack of sufficient reliable instruments to facilitate the use of 
“academic vocabulary”, or check the accuracy of lexical structures in use (no dictionary of Romanian 
collocations). Thus the different types of searches within EXPRESS corpus will not just reflect lexical 
preferences and occurrences, but also structural combinations for the accurate usage of certain items 
in context (such as n-gram searches). This may further lead to a clearer understanding of the 
particularities of academic writing in Romanian or to the creation of resources such as academic 
vocabulary lists for novice users who write their texts in either Romanian or English L2.  
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